the separation of powers, and “The Impetuous Vortex”

Paul D. Clement*

Given that the focus of the Symposium is on the structural Constitution, what I want to talk about today is the separation of powers and, in particular, James Madison’s The Federalist No. 48 and the differences between the strengths of the relative branches of government today versus what Madison envisioned. If you look at The Federalist No. 48, you will see that Madison was most concerned with the power that had been given to the new national Congress. In fact, he famously described Congress in The Federalist No. 48 as the “impetuous vortex” into which all power would be sucked but for the separation of powers. He was particularly concerned about Congress because of the power of the purse. As he wrote, “[it] alone has access to the pockets of the people.”

The executive, by contrast, was less of a concern for Madison because, as he wrote, it is “restrained within a narrower compass, and
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[is] more simple in its nature.” The judiciary was even less of a concern for Madison. As he said, “[it is] described by landmarks, still less uncertain,” by which I believe he meant the case and controversy requirement of the Constitution.

Madison was sufficiently concerned with the Congress and sufficiently unconcerned about the executive and the judiciary that he wrote, “projects of usurpation by either of these departments,” —the executive or judiciary—“would immediately betray and defeat themselves.” Congress, in Madison’s view, was not just the most powerful and most dangerous branch, but, if you read The Federalist No. 48 carefully, it is not an overstatement to say that Madison believed that the power of Congress was the raison d’être for the separation of powers. The checks and balances were there largely to constrain Congress. As he wrote, “it is against the enterprising ambition of this department that the people ought to indulge all their jealousy and exhaust all their precautions.”

So, let’s take a moment now to compare Madison’s vision with our present-day reality. What you see is that both the judiciary and the executive are more powerful than Madison envisioned, and Congress is certainly less active and less of the impetuous vortex that Madison had in mind.

First of all, let’s talk about the judiciary. The case for saying that the judiciary is more powerful today than James Madison conceived that it would be is an easy case to make. It is true in the obvious sense that the Supreme Court of the United States today is deciding many of the most fraught and contentious issues that arise in society as a whole,
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such as issues of race,\textsuperscript{10} abortion,\textsuperscript{11} and sexual orientation.\textsuperscript{12} All of these issues are being definitively resolved in the Supreme Court of the United States rather than in the Congress.

This would not only surprise Madison, but it is fair to say that nobody designing a system from scratch would think it was a good idea to have these kinds of issues decided by nine unelected lawyers who serve with life tenure. And it is not a surprise, as a result, that the Supreme Court nomination process has become fraught with difficulty because of the power now exercised by the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{13}

But the power of the judiciary \textit{vis-à-vis} the other branches is underscored in less obvious ways too. Right now, a federal district court judge in Ohio is attempting to solve the nationwide opioid crisis armed with tools no more specific than the state law of public nuisance.\textsuperscript{14} And that federal judge is not alone in tackling a national
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problem with very minor and meager judicial tools. Another federal judge in California is trying to address the problem of youth vaping, and there are other federal judges who are being implored to address the global issue of climate change.

At the same time that the judiciary is plainly exercising more power than Madison could have imagined, the executive, too, is more powerful than he envisioned. Now in saying that, I don’t mean to enter into the debate about the unitary executive and whether the current executive is exercising the executive power vested in him by the Constitution in a way that is similar to or different than what the Framers had in mind. What I really have in mind is how much authority has been delegated to the executive branch by Congress.

You see this very dramatically in the current coronavirus situation. It is not an overstatement to say that in dealing with this crisis all eyes are on the President. To be sure, Congress worked with the Trump Administration to enact an emergency spending measure that had some minor provisions that went beyond spending to address substance. But the interaction has been telling. As far as I can tell, the principal legislative response to the initial administrative request for funding to deal with this crisis was to say, “You did not ask for enough money, and we need to give you at least twice
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as much as you asked for.”20 That is an odd use of the power of the purse, to say the least, in terms of constraining the other branches of government.

But there are more mundane examples as well of the executive tackling lots of issues James Madison would have thought were in Congress’s bailiwick. One I have run across in my own practice is a recent effort by the FCC to reallocate spectrum to jumpstart the 5G revolution.21 The 5G revolution is obviously an important issue that should be wrestled with somewhere in the federal government. But the idea that the FCC should do this without any specific direction from Congress does seem anomalous, especially considering that the reallocation of the spectrum is a matter worth literally tens of billions of dollars.22 Some of these dollars may even be generated for the federal government fisc through an auction of the spectrum,23 but all of the economic value is going to be reallocated from some parties to others. And all of that does seem, especially given the stakes, something that James Madison would have thought that Congress would have dealt with.24

But the biggest surprise to Madison probably would be less that the judiciary and executive are more powerful than that Congress
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has largely yielded power to the other branches and is anything but the “impetuous vortex” that he feared. And there are plenty of examples of this. I am going to just pick very briefly a couple of obvious examples and a couple of more obscure examples to illustrate that it is a broad-scale problem.

Two obvious examples are immigration and the authorization for the use of military force. Immigration is clearly an issue that the federal government should be dealing with in the main. And there is no doubt that there have been great controversies about the proper immigration policy. Now, perhaps it is precisely because immigration policy is so contentious and divided between the parties that there has not been a congressional resolution of the current controversies. However, whatever the reason, Congress has not changed the immigration laws in any material respect in the last decade, while we have seen very different executive branch policies from the last administration to the current administration.\(^\text{25}\) We have seen individuals caught in the middle, such as the DREAMers who were allowed to stay in the country under the Obama Admin-

\(^{25}\) Compare Memorandum from Janet Napolitano, Sec’y of Homeland Sec., to David V. Aguilar, Acting Comm’r, U.S. Customs & Border Prot., et al. (June 15, 2012) (regarding the exercise of prosecutorial discretion with respect to individuals who came to the United States as children), with Memorandum from Elaine C. Duke, Acting Sec’y, Dep’t Homeland Sec., to James W. McCament, Acting Dir., U.S. Citizenship & Immigration Servs., et al. (Sept. 5, 2017) (regarding the rescission of the June 15, 2012 memorandum entitled Exercising Prosecutorial Discretion with Respect to Individuals Who Came to the United States as Children); see also John Gramlich, How border apprehensions, ICE arrests and deportations have changed under Trump, PEW RES. CENTER (Mar. 2, 2020), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/03/02/how-border-apprehensions-ice-arrests-and-deportations-have-changed-under-trump/ [https://perma.cc/JV6K-GBJ8] (describing the Trump Administration’s immigration policy and how it compares statistically with the Obama Administration, including data on both border detentions and arrests of unauthorized immigrants in the country’s interior).
istration despite an arguable lack of statutory authority for the policy. The question of whether the executive has the power to simply reverse that policy is currently before the Supreme Court.

The Authorization for the Use of Military Force passed in September of 2001 is another good example of Congress ceding its powers to the other branches. The attacks of 9/11 prompted Congress into quick and bipartisan action. Congress acted in a way that gave substantial authority to the President, which was probably perfectly appropriate in the immediate wake of those attacks. And so, the Authorization for the Use of Military Force broadly authorized the use of force against those individuals and groups responsible for the attacks of 9/11.

What is striking is not what Congress did in that first week after the attacks because it did act quickly, sending the bill to President Bush’s desk for signing within a week. What is surprising is that
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Congress has not revisited the issue even though the War on Terror has changed in many different respects in the ensuing two decades and has largely become a war against ISIS, which is a group that did not exist (at least in its current form) at the time of the attacks of 9/11. Nonetheless, Congress has not seen fit to revisit an authorization of force quickly enacted within a week of the attacks.

There are many less obvious examples, which underscore that congressional inaction is a widespread phenomenon. One of the most important developments of the last quarter century, and one would think one of the principal objects of congressional action, would be the development of the Internet. But yet, if you look at the congressional laws that principally regulate actors on the Internet, many of the most important ones, such as Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act or the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, were passed in the 1990s. There is a huge chasm, particularly in the context of the fast-moving Internet age, between the technology of the mid-1990s and today. Yet, most of today’s issues are governed by laws that were passed in the very earliest days of the Internet.

To pick just one example that illustrates the phenomenon, take the Telephone Consumer Protection Act or “TCPA.” This statute
was enacted in 1991 to address one of the annoyances of 1991, namely having the family dinner interrupted by your landline phone ringing because some telemarketer was trying to deliver a prerecorded message to your home phone. Congress passed a statute that largely outlawed such “robocalls” and the use of autodialing machines to reach cellphones that were still relatively scarce and involved costly per-minute charges even for incoming calls.\footnote{37. See 47 U.S.C. § 227(b)(1)(A)(iii) (2018).} Now, nearly thirty years later, the technology has evolved substantially. People are more likely to get an annoying text on their smartphone than they are to get an annoying call on their landline, and cellphones are ubiquitous and generally come with unlimited packages without charges for incoming calls or texts. Yet in all these years, Congress has not revisited the statute. And you now have a situation where, at least in the Ninth Circuit, the statute has been interpreted as providing that even a smartphone may well be an automatic dialing machine.\footnote{38. See Marks v. Crunch San Diego, LLC, 904 F.3d 1041, 1052 (9th Cir. 2018) (holding that if a device can automatically dial a stored number, then it is an automatic dialer within the meaning of the statute).} And in the face of all that, Congress instead of revisiting the issue has been waiting for the FCC to promulgate a new rule.\footnote{39. See Advanced Methods to Target and Eliminate Unlawful Robocalls: Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 32 FCC Rcd. 9706, 9706 n.3 (2017) (listing letters from members of Congress in support of rulemakings to stop unwanted robocalls).}

So, what are the consequences of this overly cautious Congress in terms of the separation of powers? First, it has a direct impact on the other branches. Its impact on the judiciary is well illustrated just by looking at the cases before the Supreme Court this term. I am not going to go into the details of the cases, but I will tick off three of the major cases that the Supreme Court is dealing with this term, each of which stems from relative congressional inactivity.

One is the DACA case about the fate of the DREAMers and whether or not they can stay in the country.\footnote{40. Dep’t Homeland Sec. v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., 140 S. Ct. 1891 (2020).} Another is the three cases consolidated to deal with the question of whether Title VII and its prohibitions against discrimination based on sex apply to
sexual orientation or transgender status. And the last of these cases is the case involving the Little Sisters of the Poor.

The Little Sisters case involves the validity of a major change in policy by the executive branch. It is worth noting that the Little Sisters case is a byproduct of the Affordable Care Act. And if you were going to identify one area where Congress has not been quiet in the last decade and a half, it would be health care, with the Affordable Care Act as an example of major legislation, though not major bipartisan legislation.

But even that major legislation left many contentious issues to the executive branch, in particular the question of whether or not there should be a mandate to provide contraception as part of a broad and general preventative health mandate. And trying to resolve how a contraception mandate would interact with the Religious Freedom Restoration Act was, again, an issue that Congress did not decide directly but left to the executive branch. So, the Obama Administration did relatively little to accommodate religious exercise, and its executive orders were challenged by religious groups like the Little Sisters and others on those grounds. And now the Trump Administration has done much more to accommodate religious exercise, and its efforts to accommodate religious exercise have been challenged by several states under the Administrative Procedure Act. The Supreme Court and not Congress will decide
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all of these contentious issues—on immigration, sexual orientation, contraception, and religious liberty.

The effect on the executive branch has been equally obvious in that many important issues are being decided today by executive orders.\(^4^9\) It is not an exaggeration to say that in many respects we have a government by executive order, which, of course, creates the dynamic that when there is a change in administration, one set of executive orders goes out the window to be replaced by another set of executive orders. Such a practice is fine if the orders deal with matters traditionally addressed by executive order such as executive policy or intra-executive interpretation. But when wide swaths of primary conduct are addressed in executive orders covering matters as important as religious freedom and immigration, governing by executive order creates a dynamic in which the basic law of the land is up for grabs and subject to change every four years.

But probably the biggest ramifications of Congress’s lack of activity are on Congress itself. There are two effects in particular I would emphasize. One is that, by legislating relatively little, particularly on important issues, members of Congress have lost the art of the compromise. Legislation by its nature requires compromise, especially if you legislate all the way down to the details. One way to avoid an actual substantive compromise on the details is to legislate in relatively general terms about what everyone can agree on and kick everything else to the executive branch. But if Congress were actually to legislate down to the details, compromise would be unavoidable.

Compromise is not always easy, and it is rarely fun. I worked in the Senate for a couple of years for the then-junior senator from Missouri, John Ashcroft, who had previously been the governor of Missouri. One of his favorite lines from that time that still sticks
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with me is that, “Somebody who tells you being a senator is as much fun as being a governor will lie to you about other things as well.” Now what he meant by that, of course, was that an executive can get things done quickly and unilaterally through what Hamilton would call “energy in the executive.”\(^50\) Legislating, by contrast, requires many iterations of the law and compromise.

The second effect I would highlight is that, with less activity in Congress and more activity in the executive branch, there is a natural tendency to exacerbate partisanship and for members of Congress, since they are not acting themselves through legislation, to find themselves in one of two partisan roles. If the President is from the same party as the members of Congress, then those members tend to cheer on what the President is doing through executive orders.\(^51\) Conversely, if members are from the opposite party of the President, they tend to spend most of their time criticizing what is being done through executive orders rather than legislating, at least in a way that leads to signed legislation, instead of drafting bills simply to signal policy differences with the Executive.\(^52\) All this creates a dynamic that was aptly described by Jonah Goldberg as producing a “parliament of pundits,”\(^53\) where, instead of spending

\(^{50}\) The Federalist No. 70, at 423 (Alexander Hamilton) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 2003).


their time legislating, many of the members of the legislature are instead reduced to being armchair commentators on what the executive is doing or not doing on issues that lie squarely within the power of Congress itself to address.

I want to finish with a caveat and then a few thoughts about the path forward. The caveat is that I do not mean to be heard as saying that congressional action for its own sake is a good thing. There is certainly something to be said for a do-nothing Congress. And in particular, there is something to be said for leaving issues to the states through the structural protections of federalism. My point is simply that given how much is getting done at the federal level, the fact that so much of it is being done by the other branches and not by Congress is something that I think would very much surprise Madison.

Now, in terms of the path forward and whether things can be made any better, I would make two observations. One is that the courts can certainly play a role in trying to create better incentives for Congress to act. Indeed, the Court may be on the verge of reviving the nondelegation doctrine. That possibility is suggested by the opinions in the Gundy case and by a separate writing by Justice Kavanaugh who did not participate in the Gundy case. That prospect is one thing that could force Congress to revitalize its legislative role and legislate down to the details.

Another thing that the courts could certainly do is adhere to principles of statutory construction that minimize the incentives for Congress to simply kick issues to the executive branch or to the courts. But if you think that the ultimate solution to this problem is
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for the courts to do more, then I think you will have missed the import of the first part of my speech underscoring that the judiciary is much more powerful than Madison could have imagined. And I think you will also have missed Madison’s view of how the separation of powers are supposed to work: As he wrote in *The Federalist No. 51*, the key to the separation of powers is that “[a]mbition must be made to counteract ambition.”

There really is no substitute for Congress itself trying to reassert the authority to actually legislate in areas and not simply delegate to the executive branch. As Madison wrote, each department must have powerful motives to resist encroachment by the others.57

So, what can Congress do in this respect? I am not an expert on that particular issue, but I do have some thoughts having spent a couple of years in the Senate and having spent several more years watching Congress operate vis-à-vis the other branches. One thing Congress can do is try to revisit issues where technology and other advances have overtaken the legislation on the books. Things like the Internet and the TCPA provide examples where Congress could usefully revisit an issue where technology has rendered certain statutes largely obsolete. Another possibility is that Congress could try to essentially force itself to revisit some issues by imposing sunset clauses in legislation. Such clauses force legislators to reassess the issue every decade or so. Those sunset clauses also happen to have the additional virtue of enhancing liberty by making statutes expire if they are not renewed through the democratic process.

And the last thought, which is perhaps more inside baseball and may be more controversial, is there may be something to be said for giving greater power back to some of the committees of Congress so they can accumulate the kind of expertise you need to deal with some of these cutting-edge issues. There is such a disparity today between relatively lean congressional staffs and the vast executive branch agencies that there is an inevitable temptation to think,
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“Well, we have experts for that in the executive branch. We will just defer it to the executive branch.”

In closing, my point is to emphasize that we have a system of separation of powers that was largely premised on the notion that Congress was going to be the dominant actor on the federal level such that, if left unchecked, it could become an impetuous vortex. In reality, we have a situation where Congress is, perhaps, the least active and the least self-aggrandizing of the branches. That is a situation that would certainly surprise James Madison, and it is not something that the institutions Madison helped to fashion are perfectly well designed to address.